Role and Importance of Therapeutic Management for Knee Osteoarthrosis
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Introduction

Osteoarthrosis (OA) is a degenerative, non-inflammatory, a common cause of disability in elder age and can affect multiple joints. OA is characterized by progressive loss and degeneration of articular cartilage, sclerosis of the sub-chondral bone, and formation of osteophytes [1]. These changes often lead to pain, loss of mobility and muscle function, restriction in activities of daily living, and decreased quality of life [2]. Osteoarthrosis is the most common condition affecting synovial joints. Osteoarthrosis or degenerative joint disease is the orthopaedic condition most frequently seen in clinical practice [3]. Patients with knee OA are managed in primary care, and they represent a large group seen by physical therapists [6]. The main symptoms of patients with OA of the knee are pain that typically worsens with weight bearing and activity and improves with rest, and stiffness and gelling of the involved joint after periods of inactivity. As the disease progresses, additional impairments are loss of joint mobility, decrease of muscle strength, postural deformities and instability [7]. Especially in elderly patients, OA has a major impact on their functioning in daily life and frequently leads to limitations of activities. For example, the patient’s performance of daily activities such as walking, kneeling, dressing and gardening becomes limited. Also, coping behavior and psychological factors such as depression, fear, and avoidance behavior can influence pain and movement functions, and lead to limitations of activities. OA can lead to absence from work and to a decline in quality of life [8]. Radiographic changes are seen in over half of all people older than age 65 with OA of the knee. In contrast, data obtained from autopsy studies indicate that there is almost universal evidence of osteoarthritic damage in people aged 65 and over [9]. The major criteria for diagnosis of OA are joint pain for most days of the month. This is contrasted to radiographic criteria, in which many patients do not report joint pain. Evidence based physical therapy management for knee OA are aiming to reduce pain and improve functional performance. The effectiveness of modalities and therapeutic exercises has been reported [4].

OA is described as a condition of cartilage degeneration, stiffening of the underlying sub-chondral bone (sclerosis), and active new bone formation (osteophytes). In later stages of the disease, the pathological changes in cartilage and bone are followed by pathological changes in other tissues of the joint and its surroundings, such as synovial membrane, capsule, ligaments and muscles. This may lead to capsular restriction, instability of the joint, and muscle atrophy [5]. These changes will often lead to a reduced load ability of joints, which will often result in functional disability. Osteoarthrosis (OA) is a degenerative, non-inflammatory, a common cause of disability in elder age 1-4 and can affect multiple joints [3]. OA is characterized by progressive loss and degeneration of articular cartilage, sclerosis of the sub-chondral bone, and formation of osteophytes. These changes often lead to pain, loss of mobility and muscle function, restriction in activities of daily living, and decreased quality of life.

Osteoarthrosis is the most common condition affecting synovial joints. Osteoarthrosis or degenerative joint disease is the orthopedic condition most frequently seen in clinical practice. Patients with knee OA are managed in primary care, and they represent a large group seen by physiotherapists [6]. The main symptoms of patients with OA of the knee are pain that typically worsens with weight bearing and activity and improves with rest, and stiffness and gelling of the involved joint after periods of inactivity. As the disease progresses, additional impairments are loss of joint mobility, decrease of muscle strength, postural deformities and instability [7]. Especially in elderly patients, OA has a major impact on their functioning in daily life and frequently leads to limitations of activities. For example, the patient’s performance of daily activities such as walking, kneeling, dressing and gardening becomes limited. Also, coping behavior and psychological factors such as depression, fear, and avoidance behavior can influence pain and movement functions, and lead to limitations of activities. OA can lead to absence from work and to a decline in quality of life [8]. Radiographic changes are seen in over half of all people older than age 65 with OA of the knee. In contrast, data obtained from autopsy studies indicate that there is almost universal evidence of osteoarthritic damage in people aged 65 and over [9]. The major criteria for diagnosis of OA are joint pain for most days of the month. This is contrasted to radiographic criteria, in which many patients do not report joint pain. Evidence based physical therapy management for knee OA are aiming to reduce pain and improve functional performance. Having knee Osteoarthrosis can sometimes seem like a double-edge sword. Osteoarthrosis (OA) of the knee is the most common joint disorder, with its prevalence increases with age [10]. More disability and clinical symptoms result from OA of the knee than from any other joint. Physical therapy treatment approach which enhance to balance of keeping your knee joints moving just enough so they’re strong and healthy, and physical therapy helps you do that [11].

Physical therapy can help to reduce the pain, swelling, and
stiffness of knee Osteoarthritis and it can help improve knee joint function. It can also make it easier for you to walk, bend, kneel, squat, and sit. The therapeutic clinical utility of functional benefits for patients with knee Osteoarthritis and may delay or prevent the need for surgery [12]. Physical therapy treatment strategy which can help to reduce the pain, swelling, and stiffness of knee Osteoarthritis, and it can help improve knee joint function. The two main types of physical therapy approach which consists of passive and active treatments. This treatment tailored strategy which can help make your knee OA more treatable. The passive way of treatments, the physical therapy modalities does resume the majority of the work. But with active treatments, you do more of the work, such as at-home exercises [13].

Common passive and active Treatments for Knee Osteoarthrosis

A. Cryotherapy: Which working on the principle of Lewis hunting reaction. The hunting reaction or hunting response is a process of alternating vasocostriction and vasodilation in extremities exposed to cold.

B. Heat therapy: Heat therapy which augments to increases blood flow, decrease stiffness in the knee joints and muscles surrounding the knee. For example, the physical therapist can place a warm heating pad on your knee joint to promote circulation.

C. Hydrotherapy: Pool therapy sometimes referred to as aquatic therapy. The way of treatment performed through water to decrease your knee osteoarthrosis symptoms. There are several advantages of hydrotherapy. For example, the affected OA patient advised to do gentle exercises in the water (which won’t aggravate your joints). The therapeutic benefit of warm water can help facilitate motion as well as help you deal with pain and other knee OA symptoms.

D. Strengthening exercises: The key components of strengthening exercises which can do it at home, especially muscle power above three considered. This evidence based strengthening protocols of the leg which can help make your knee joints stronger. Strengthening lower extremity muscles alone can help decrease the pain of knee OA.

E. Flexibility exercises: Because knee OA often makes it hard to move, flexibility exercises are very important. Doing them regularly can help increase range of motion, make your knees more flexible, and restore normal knee joint function.

Both strengthening, and flexibility exercises are important components of treatment aspects. Because they counter protect the strain off the knee OA. Learn more about exercise for knee Osteoarthritis in our article about exercising to manage knee Osteoarthritis. The combinations of patella-femoral-tapping, muscle stretching, wax therapy, various pharmacological drugs, strengthening and coordination exercises along with techniques, various exercise protocols. The manual therapy play key role to reduce OA tightness and increase of the joint space.
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